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A Standard of Small Capacitance 
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A formula is derived for computing the electrical capacitance of an absolu te standard 

that is a modifi cation of the ordinary parallel-plate condenser with coplanar guard. The 

modification cons ists in placing the circular face of the elec trode at the bottom of a cylindrical 

hol e in the guard. The analogous two-dimensional a rrangeme nt is a lso considered. The 

t'I"O cases are formulated as special cases of a more general one, in s uch a manner as to show 

t ha t cer tain approximate formulas have errors of t he same order of magnitude in each case. 

The magnit.ude of t he error is then determined by comparison "ith an exact formula ob

tained for t he two-d imensional case by conformal t rarisformat ion . With certain restrictions, 

easily made in p ractice, t his e rro r seems to be less t han one part in t wo thousand. 

I. Introduction 

To meet the demand for a standard of very 
small electri cal capacitance that may be computed 
from its dimensions, the ordinary parallel-plate 
type with coplanar guard has been modified by 
placing one elrctrode at the bottom of a cylinrlrical 
hole (or well) in th e guard as shown in figure 1, a . 
A formula is required for computing the coefficient 
of capacitance C between the conductor on the 
left and the rod that snugly fits the cyl indrical 
hole. 

For th e mathematical formulation of the prob
lem it has been idealized in two ways. Further 
restrictions are made, but these are easy to meet 
in practice. 

':= 0 x=c 

B 

x 

x=b 

If the radius of the disk on the left in figure 1, a , 
is sufficien tly large compared to its dis tance from 
the guard, there will be a region hetween them 
where the electrostatic field is nearly uniform. If 
it were perfectly uniform, the distribution of 
charge at the edge of the hole, in the cavity, and 
on the piston would be the same as if the radius 
of the left-hand conductor and guard were infinite. 
This is the first simplification in passing from 
figure 1, a, to the diagram in figure 1, b . In the 
latter it is sufficient to show only the half of a 
meridian section, since the potential has axial 
symmetry. The most sensitive experimental tests 
show that when t he radius in figure 1, a (corre
sponding to A2AO in fig . 1, b ) is five t imes the 

F roUJm 1. Th e ({icieelTic VOlUlIle is generatrd by rotation 
around th e x-axis of the plane region 1 + 1I+ 1I1. 
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A, Isometri c drawing of capacitor; B , mcridiflu section in the half·planc of 
the cyli ndric"1 coordinates eX. pl. 
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separation, c, there is no detectable change in 
capacitance by further increase in this ratio. 

The second assumption, as shown in figure 1, b, 
is that the clearance between the piston and its 
guard may be ignored. The two are kept at the 
same potential but insulated from each other. 
Condensers of this type have been constructed in 
which this insulation is several hundred megohms, 
although the clearance is almost invisible to the 
naked eye. If the hole were very shallow, the 
edge Ai being close to A 2, a correction for clear
ance would be more important, but if the depth 
of the hole were of the order of magnitude of its 
radius, both being large compared to the clear
ance, such a correction appears to be unimportant. 
With no clearance, the electric field vanishes at 
the edge A 1• There is another reason for making 
the hole relatively deep, say greater than its 
radius or one-half of its radius. This arises out 
of purely mathematical difficulties. 

After adop ting these two sim plifica tions and 
formulating the potential, on the basis indicated 
in figure 1, b , a formula for the capacitance 0 
was obtained in terms of known functions and an 
infinite set of positive constants Xs (8 = 1,2,3 .... 
ro), which are the solutions of an infinite system 
of linear equations. The formulation as an 
integral equation is given in the appendix. It 
suggested the proof, which is given, that the 
solution by th e method of successive substitutions 
would be convergent for all positive real values of 
the depth-ratio, (3 = (b-c) /a, and of the spacing
ratio, ,,(= c/a. The computation of the iterated 
series, which give the constants X s, seems to be 
very laborious in general. To obtain a simple, 
explicit formula for each Xs (and therefore for 
capacitance C) it was assumed that 0:::::,,(:::::1 /5 and 
1 :::::(3::::: ro, or roughly of this order. The shallow 
hole is again excluded, and the restriction on "( is 
such as must be made in practice even for the 
coplanar case. 

These restrictions do not prevent the extension 
of the range of standard capacitance down to the 
lowest desirable values. Since there arc three 
adjustable length s a, b, and c, it is also practicable 
to make a capacitor to which our formula applies, 
whose value 0 is as large as that of a coplanar 
type with smaller radius a. Each capaci tance 
could be computed and they could be compared 
experimentally, so there is a possibility of ex
perimental ch eck on the restricted formula for 0 
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that is given here. 
formula of precision 
shallow hole.) 

(We have no practicable 
for the case of a relatively 

It is not desirable to construct a set of standards 
of very low values, whose capacitance must be 
found experimentally by stepping down from the 
parallel-plate type. Hence the estimate of the 
order of magnitude of error in the restricted 
formula for 0 (eq 35) should be based on mathe
matical considerations if possible. Such an esti
mate is made here by what amounts to a mathe
matical experiment. 

To make this we consider the corresponding 
two-dimensional arrangement, which may also be 
represented by the half-plane of figure 1, b, view
ing it as a cross section of endless conductors, 
x and p now being rectangular coordinates instead 
of the cylindrical coordinates used before when 
the x axis was the axis of symmetry. On this 
figure the two-dimensional potential has the same 
boundary v!,11ues as before, but instead of the 
axially symmetric potential equation 

we now have 

The formulation of this problem in every step is 
analogous to that used before. A parallel treat
ment of the two cases, which was first used, was 
later abandoned in favor of the combined treat
ment given here, the two potential equations now 
being special cases of a more general one. The 
analogue of O/a is formally 'Tr0', where 0' is the 
capacitance per unit length of slo t (the analogue 
of the cylindrical hole of diameter 2a, being th e 
endless slot of width 2a). The general formula 
gives O/a (eq 25 below) as the same function of 
(3 and "( and the roo ts as of J o(a) = 0, that 'Tr0' is 
of (3 and "( and the roots a; of cos a= O. The same 
is true of the restricted formulas 35 and 35a. 
The combined formulation of the two cases makes 
it evident that the error is of the same order of 
magnitude in both cases for the restricted formulas 
35 and 35a. 

But it is known that the two-dimensional prob
lem may be solved by conformal transformation 
·with integrals of elliptic functions, and this leads 
to a formula by which 'Tr0' may be computed with 
any desired precision. From this it appears that 
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the restricted formula 35a (and 'hence eq 35) is in 
error by not more than one part in t wo thousand 

(whcn 0< ,), :::::= ~ and 1< f3 < ro )-

Capacitors that approximate Lo eacL of thc two 
types h ere considered have been constructed by 
C. Moon, and their coefficients 0 and 0' meas
ured by comparison with the parallel-plate type. 
The values agree with those computed by the 
restricted formulas given here, the experimental 
error being estimated as one part in a thousand. 
The longish , two-dimensional type is more diffi
cult to construct with precision. 

II. Combined Formulation of the Two 
Potential Problems 

The potential V (x, p) must satisfy the bound
ary condi tions 

V(o , p) = O 

V(b, p) = l 

vex, a) = l 

V(c, p) = 1 

for o:::::= p:::::= ro 

for o:::::= p:::::= a 

for c:::::=x:::::= b 

for a:::::= p:::::= ro 

Dp V = O when p= O, and V---'7x/c when p---'7 ro. 

In the dielectric region the axially symmetric 
potential V satisfi es the partial differenti al equa
t ion 

(D; + D2) V + 1 D p V = O. 
p 

The two-dimensional poten tial has the same 
boundary conditions but sat isfies the equation 

(D;+D~)V=O . 

They may be considered as special cases, p= O and 
p= - 1/2 of V (x, p), which has the same boundary 
conditions and is a solu tion of 

As far as th e formulation of the problem is con
cOl'ned, it is only necessary to assume th at the 
constant parameter v is real and greater than - 1. 

With this restI'iction let a s deno te the sth posi
tive root of J .(a)= O. It is known that for the 
interval 0< ~< 1, the set of normal functions 
(with weighting factor ~) 

() In Jv(as~) ( 2 3 ) 
<i>s~ =-v2 J ( ) s=1, , , . .. ro, .+1 a s 
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form a closed sct, and they are normalized, for 

r ~<i> s( ~)<i> n(~)d~= On8= 1 if n = s, = O if n~s. 
.Jo ' 

Another independent closed set, associated with 
the same constants is 

We use J .(t) and II.(t) to denoLe Bessel's 
cylinder function of t and the first kind of Hankel's 
function, and assume that the t-plane is cut along 
its negative real axis. Between th ese Lwo fun c
t ions and their derivatives, there is th e identical 
relation in t, 

J :(t) H : (t) 2 
J .(t) - H/0 = i7T'tII. (t) J .(t)' (1 ) 

There is also the iden t ity j n t, 

(2) 

which is valid for 0 ::::::~:::::= 1 , if n= l , 2, 3, ... and for 
0 :::::=~< 1 in case n = O, which becomes 

Letting t---'70 in this gives 

(2b ) 

"For brevity let ~= p/a 

b- c c 
(3= -- and 'Y= - ' a a 

(3) 

In the appendix is a formulation by eontouI' 
integrals leading to an in tegral equation. The 
much shorter discussion given h ere contains all 
that is essential without r eference to the appendix. 

Consider the particular solu tions V s(x, p) (s = 1, 
2, 3 . . . ), which vanish on all th e boundaries of 
the dielectrie and are continuous throughout, but 
have discontinuities in oV/ox at the plane x= c, 
corresponding to a surface density CT 3 at this plane, 
where 

47T'CT - - - -( oV) (OV) 
s- ox x~ e-O ox x~e+O ' 
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Assume in region I it is 

V s(x p) = sinh a.,--(b-x) /a. l;-vJ v(asl;); (4a) 
, a s smh (3a s J v+! (a s) 

then in region II it must be 

and in region III it must be 

V s(x, p) = 7r'YI;-v. 

~ (_l)n+l sin (n7rX) (in7rh)Hv(i~~UJ)J~(in7rh) 
n~ l C [(n7r ) + ('Ya s) ] 

( 4c) 

By use of the identities (1) and (2a), each for 
t= (in7rh) , it may be verified that not oilly V s 
but also oVs!op is continuous at p= a. Also, 
since V a is continuous at X= C, it is found that the 
surface density o"s is given by 

4 ( 1 + 1 ) J v(asl;) 
7ral;vils= cot 1 1'0'., cot l{3a s -J--(-)

v+l as 

(5) 

wherc the positive real coefficients are' functions 
of l' defined by: 

X"UL ;YOL ~ 2n7r2 (in7rh) H v (in7rl"Y) J v (in7r i 'Y ) . (6) 
L ,k- L k8-n~ 1 [(n'71-)2+('Ya s)2] .[ (n 7r )2+('Ya kF] 

The required potential V v may be represented 1Il 

the form 

x 00 • 

Vv(X,p) =--2 ~xsVs(x,p) ill II and III = 
C s ~ l 

00 

1-2~xsVs(x,p) inI (7) 
8~1 

where the real constants Xs must be so chosen 
that 0 V v/ox is continuous at X= c, that is 

'" 1 
2 ~ Xs (hails) =- for 0::::1;<1, 

s~ l l' 

or by eq 5 

? ~ {v (a sl;) _ . 
- s~l J v+1(a S) 

[ (coth 'Yas+coth {3a s)xs-'Y2as ;g X~~ 'XkJ= 
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If, for brevity, we place 

A = 1 __ _ sinh {3a s sinh I'a s (8) 
s- coth I'a s+coth {3a s - sinh ({3 + I')a s ' 

the system of linear equations that determine 
the x, may be written 

By "successive substitutions" this syst~m is found 
to be equivalent to 

xs = asA-.! [~_h2 i::: X ;k)A k+I" i; X~22Ak+ 
l' a s k~L a ~ k~l a k 

where m is any positive integer; in case m = 1 this 
red uces to eq 9. 

The iterated coefficients are positive reals, de
fined by 

"" X("~,t l )=X (n%~ ')= ~ arArX ~~X~'%) , (11) 
r=l 

where X~~ is defined in eq 6. 
If m--7 en, the second number of eq 10 becomes 

an infinitive series that either converges or di
verges to + en (it cannot oscillate since all the 
terms are positive). If the series converges it 
gives the solution of the system (eq 9). 

To examine this question let x(;\ x(;) , ... x(;') 
(8=1,2,3 ... en) each denote an infinite set of 
positive constants, each being derived from its 
predecessor by the operation that is the second 
member of eq 9. 

(12a) 

Starting from any bounded initial set x:l), other
wise arbitrary, say 

the repeated application of this operation gives 

A [ 1 00 VO ) A 00 V (2)A 
("1 + 1)_ 0'. , s _. 2"..<1.. ," k+ 4,,-1.. .,k /,+ + x, - -- - 2T'Y L..J-- 'Y L..J--- .. , 

'Y a , k~l ak k ~ l ak 
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If we take the ini tial set, X; l) == 1, this becomes th e 
second member of eq. 10 , but it is here flssuJ11ed 
merely that x;l) is bounded . 

If 

we may then prove that 

O< x;m+ I)<M(m)-l for every s, whenM(m»2 (13a) 

and 

(13b) 

This proposition will be shown to hold for every 
finite value of the positive constants (3 and 1', bu t 
in the proof we exclude the case (3 = 1'= 0 in which 
there is no problem, and al 0 the limiting case, 
'Y~O , 0< (3 < ro, in which the solu tion of eq 10 is 
o bvio usly Xs = 1 for every s. 

Before attempbng a detailed proof, we may 
notice that if eq 13a is true, it then follows that, 
whatever the initial set (provided it is bounded), 
we shall arrive at an integer m for which M(m)~ 2. 

Proceeding to larger values of m we find that· if eq 
13b is true then an integer m exists such that 
for every larger integer m th e set x;m+l) remains 
bouncled and less than l. Combining this with 
the fact that x;"'+o continually increases with 
increasing m, it is evident that the set x!m+l) 
approaches a limi t and the second members of eq 
12b and 10 become a convergent infinite series of 
positive terms that is the solution of the sct of cq 
9 irrespective of the arbitrary initial set with 
which we start. In fact, certain initial sets XS (I) 

may be found, which make say X;2) or X;3 ) a closer 
approximation to the solution than would be 
obtained by starting with th e initial set suggested 
by eq 10, namely, 

It would follow that this solution must lie in the 
interval 

A s <xs<1 for every s. 
'YlX s 

(l4a) 

This inequality shows that the remainder for a 
givenm, (the last series in eq 10), has an upper 
bound 
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(14b) 

From eq 8 and 11 it is evident that all Lbe pos
itive quantities X ;k') are functions of (3 and 1', 
except that X!!) by its definition Ceq 6) depends 
on I' only. 

To prove the propositions of eq 13a and 13b 
we start with the inequality 

by (6) 

If, in the identity (eq 2) , we take n =--= 1, ~= 1, and 
t = in7r/'Y, it becomes 

H ence, for every s, 

(m+ ll < asAs x - - . 
, I' 

[~+M(m) 2 ± 7r (n7r /'Y) [-[,(in7r /'Y) J V+I (in7r/'Y)] . 
lX~ I' n~ l (n7r) 2+ ('Yas) 2 

It will appear presently that 

for every finite positive integer n, this positive 
real qnantity b eing a monotone increasing 

function of n7r , which only reaches 1 in the limi t 
I' 

n--+ ro • 

H ence 

or smce 
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and A s= l / (coth 'Yas+coth (3a s) by eq 8, this be
comes 

(16) 

for 8= 1,2,3, . . ro 

From this , t he second part of the theorem to be 
proved , eq 13b, follows directly, for if Mcm)~ 2, 

t his b ecomes 

1 < x(m+ l)< 
'Ya s (coth 'Yas+ coth (3a s) , 

coth 'Ya s 
coth 'Yas+ coth (3a s 

for every 8. 
To prove eq 13a, the four expressions 

M Cm ) 
- 2- - 1, M (1n) - 2, 'Ya s coth 'Ya s and 'Ya s coth 'Yas- 1 

are each positive when M (m ) > 2. 
H ence 

(1\1(1n)- 1)'Yacoth(3a+e\~m) - 1 ) ('Yacoth'Ya - l) + 

M Cm )-2> 0. 
M Cm) 

Adding ~ ('Ya coth 'Ya - 1) to bo th sides gives 

« M cm)- l )-ya s (coth 'Yas+ coth (3a s)' 

The inequality (eq 16) then becomes eq 13a, which 
was to be proved. 

Consequently the second m ember of eq 10 when 
m~ ro gives the solution Xs of eq 9 as a convergent 
infinite series of positive terms, which may be 
written 

Xs= A s {I + ('Y(Xs) 2±Ak [X~~ + 'Y2 X~~ + 'Y4 X;:l? + ... J}. 
'Ya s k-l a k 

(17) 

where A s, X~!) and X ;;;,) may b e computed by 
eq 8, 6, and 11. The process is straightforward, 
th e series converges for every positive (3 and 'Y 
and is therefore the complete solution of the gen
eral problem, but as such is practically useless in 
all its generality. By good luck we may r estrict 
the problem so that only th e first series of eq 17 
IS n ecessary. 
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Eq 2 with n = l, ~= 1 and t=in7r/'Y, becomes 

Using this, the defini t ion eq 6 of X;~) leads to 
the exact equation, 

To complete the proof it is necessary to show 
tha t the inequality eq 15 is satisfied in both cases, 
v= O, and v=- 1/2 . 

In th e case v= O, Jo (as)= O, th e two positive 
real quantities have t h e asymptotic expansions 

7r(n;) fIo C~7r)JIC~7r)~ 1-~ (n: ) - 136 (:7rY· 
(19b) 

If y:;< 1/5 th ese are in error (in the most unfavor
able case n = l ) by less than one part in 105• 

From tables of Ho (ix) and J 1 (ix) for x> O, it 
may b e verified th at th e first member of eq 19a 
is a monotone increasing function of (n7r/'Y) , so 
the inequality (eq 15) is true. 

In the two-dimensional potential (v= - 1/2) 

and 

and 

so the analogues of eq 19a and i9b are 
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the latter being also a monotone increasing fun c
tion of n7r/-y as in eq 15 with + 1 as upper limit. 

For small valu es of "( we may place the econd 

For lc = s this is % but is determinaLe, 

where S(u) and T(u) are defined below. 
The expressions (eq 21a and 21b) are, for all 

practical purposes , exact in the two-dimensional 
case v= - 1/2, but as shown by eq 19a th ey may 
be in error for the case V=O by a part in 2,000 
when 'Y is as large as 1/5. HO'wever this corre
sponds to an errol' of 2 in 106 in capacitance so 
that eq 21a and 21b are sufficient in either case. 
To the same approximation, .eq 18 becomes 

00 1 
"( 6 X ;1) = coth,,(as- -

k=1 "(as (2 1c) 
2,,(a , 

S(u) =± -( -21+ 2) =~ [O.57722 + Rf(l + iu)] 
n = 1 n n u u 

(22a) 

00 1 
T (u) = - D,,2S (U) = "2:, (2+ 2)2 (22b) 

1 n n u 

where f (z) = iz log r (z). From the asymptotic 

expansion of the psi-function it is found that when 
u is large S(u) vanishes with the asymptotic expan
SIOn , 

S(u) '" ~2 [~ log (1 + u2) + 0.57722- 2(1 ~U2)J 
(23) 

For value of u as small as 1 this formula is in error 
by less than one percent. 

We have to compute S(u) and T (u) for values 
of u from u slightly greater than zero up to U= 1 
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member of eq 19a equal to 1, (as is very accmately 
the second member of eq (20a), which gives by 
eq 6 for both values of v, 

(2 1a) 

or 2. For this purpose we may get more rapidly 
converging series by use of the identity 

1 

Since ± 2~+I is accurately known, we find 
n=1 n 

S(u) = 1.20206 - 1.03693 u 2+ 1.00835 u4 _ 

1.00201 u 6+ 1.00049 U8 _U IO ± ---u-( ~+ 2) (24a) 
n=1 n n u 

ancl 

T (u)= 1.03693 - 2.01670 u 2+ 3.00602 u4 -

4 6~ 1 3 8 ~ 1 
u ~ n7(n2+ u 2)2- u ;f:j n 9(n2+u2)2 (24b) 

III. Application to Capacitance 

The surface density of charge on the bottom of 
the hole or slot is a function of H= p/a) , given by 

The charge on this circular face of radius a is 

Q= 27r pudp= a 6 . s • Saa 00 X 

o 8= 1 a s sinh {3a s 

The charge on the bottom of the slot, (whose width 
is 2a) and per em length of slo t, is 

Q' = 2 udp=- "2:, . ' . !ca 1 00 x 
o 7r 8= 1 as sinh {3a s 

The coefficient of capacitance, 0, between the 
plane x= O and the bottom of the hole is given 
(in cm) by 

o 00 x, 
- = "2:, . 1 {3 where J p(as)= O. (25) 
a 8= 1 a s SIn 1 a s 
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In the two-dimensional case, the coefficient 0' per 
unit length of slot is given by 

I 

7rO' =::t I • xi (3 I where cos a; = o. (25a) 
8= 1 a . sIn 1 a s 

The coefficients, X s, are solutions of eq 9 given by 
eq 17 and x; are similar functions of a;. 

The two infinite, parallel planes with separation 
c (fig. 1), bring about a uniform electric field at 
points between them, which are far from the edge 
A2 of the hole. To approximate this with small 
planes, they must be close together. Hence one 
restriction which, in the nature of the case, must 
always be made is that ,,(, (= c/a) is small. A 
second restriction that may be made, and ' ''hich 
further simplifies the computations, is that the 
hole is not r elatively shallow. There would be no 
hardship III practice jf these restrictions are, 
roughly 

0~:y=c/a::::::'1 / 5 (26a) 

1::::::'(3= (b- c) /a< 00. (26b) 

By reason of the first , the constants Xl, Xz, X3 are of 
the order of magnitude of unity, but they are by 
no means of equal importance in the formula for 
capacitance. By reason of the second restriction, 
the denominators in eq 25 and 25a are such pow
erful convergence factors that the second term of 
of the series is l ess than 2 percent of the first, and 
any term is less than 4 percent of the term that 
precedes it. Only two or three terms of these 
series are required, and th e accuracy depends 
mainly upon the precision with which the first 
constant Xl is evaluated. 

For this reason we retain in eq 17 only the first 
a pproxima tion 

(27a) 

For the important constant Xl we retain also the 
first series in eq 17 

where 
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00 A XO ) 
( ) 2 " k l k 

El = ,,(al L.J ---
k = 1 ak 

(27b) 

or by eq 21 

where (28) 

8(~)-(~yT(~) (29) 
al(coth "(al + coth (3al) 

When (3 ~1 we may place coth (3a k= 1 for k> 
1 since coth az= 1.000. \ If we take n just large 
enough to make ,,(a./ 7r as large as 1/2, then "(a n+l 
is of the order of 3/2, so that in the series defining 
R n+l we may neglect variations of coth -yak. Also 
the term in eq 30 with factor ai/(a;-aD will then 
be negligible compared with the first terms so that 

We may estimate Rn+l by using eq 23 so 

27r(1 + coth -ya n+l )R n+1 = -y± j (-ya k) (31 ) 
k=n+l 7r 

where j (x), defined by this equation, is a positive , 
monotone function of x, which decreases slowly 
with increasing x. 

At this point it becomes necessary to distin
guish between the two cases. 

In the three-dimensional case (v = O) 

1 
a k/7r'"V k-"4' 

very approximately, so 

27r(1 + coth ,,(an+l)Rn+1 = -y ± .f (-Y [k=iJ), 
k=n+l 
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in the case v= O. 

1 1 
Also a k/7f' = /c-'2 exactly, III the case v= -'2' so 

that 

. h 1 
III t e case v= -'2' 

The numerical value of the sum of a conver
gent series of positive terms which continually 
decrease, say 

oo 

A = L:; F (k), . 
k ~n+ l 

represents the sum of t he areas of the rectangles 
each of unit width and height F (lc). 

The positive, monotone function of x, 

y= F(x- l /2), 

represents a smooth curve t hat p(1 sses thro ugh the 
mid-point of the top of each rectangle. 

When, as in the present case, this function 
decreases slowly with increasing x, t he area under 
this curve from x=n+ 1 to X= <Xl is a good 
approximation to the value A of the senes, so 
th(1t 

oo 

A = L:; F (lc) 
k ~n+ l 

= r oo F(x-1:.)dx= J ' OO JF(x) dx. 
Jx~n+l 2 x~ n+2 

Taking F (k)= ·yj (I': Ie) gives 

I' :t j (I'a k) = J{ OO r(X) dX ) 
k~n+ J 7f' 'Y ( ~.+~ )' 

where 

j 
(32) 

provided j (x) is a positive, monotone decreasing 
function of x for 

H en0e from the functionj(x) in eq 31 we obtain 
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(33) 

where 

(34) 

Equations 25 and 25a for capaciLal~ ('e become 

C_ l ~ (1 + ~ .,) sinh l'a, h '. J. ( )- 0 (35) -a - - L..J 2 s'n h ((3 + ) w me u a s -I' 8~ 1 a . I I' a ,. 

~ s , ~:= O if 8> 1, I'=,cla and (3 =. (b- c) /a 

~1 , ~ ; computed by eq 24, 28, 29 , 30, and 33. 

From an examination of the effects of retaining 
all terms in th e second members of eq 19a and 
19b it is easy to ascertain that the error in eq 35, 
whatever it is, must be of the same order of magni
Lude as that in eq 35'. The terms of eq 19a and 
19b, which are neglected, are estimated to produce 
an al teration less than 2 in 105 in capacitance. 
The error in eq 35 and 35a increases wi th 1', vanish
ing with it, but is practically independent of (3, 
for 1::::: (3 < <Xl. The computed capacitance will be 
lower than the correct value. 

To estimate th e error we apply eq 35a to 
compute 7f'C' for the case of a standard capacitor 
constructed here, which approximates to th e 
two-dimensional type. Its dimensions are 

a= 0. 8540 cm} { c 1'= - = 0.23419 
c= 0.2000 cm so a 

b (3 = (b- c) /a = 2.2 178 
-c= 1.8940 cm 

By eq 28, taking n = 4, 

. ~ 1 = 0.00873 [t P k + R5] 

P] = 0.1945 

P 2 = 0.101 5 

P 3 = 0.0572 

P 4 = 0.0348 

R 5 = 0.096 ] 

4 

0.484 = L:;P k+ R5 
k ~ l 
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I 

L 

This gives ~1 = 0.00423. 

It was found that with n = 10, the sum [~t k+ 

Rll] gave a value of El so near this as to affect the 

capacitance by less than two parts in a millon. 

The result of computing 7r0' by eq 35a is to be 
compared with that given by the exact equation 
(eq 48) to be derived below. The constant ~o 
appearing in eq 48 is given by eq 43a, which gives 

2 - I L 

~o =- tan /, = 0.1464544, 7r 

by eq 35a 

1st te rm __________ 0.027795 
2d term _____ _____ . 000005 
3d term ___________ . 000000 
7rC' _______________ . 027 800 

I 

7rC' 

by eq 48 

0. 027 810 8 
. 0000037 
. 00000000 
. 027 8145 

Equation 35a here gives 0' too low by one in 2,000. 
Another computation for a shallower slot, {3 = 1, 

with the same/, as above gives a coefficient of 
capacitance 0' about seven times as large. 

~ 

7rC' 

by eq 35a by eq 48 

1st term ____ ____ ___ _ 0.192 142 0. 192688 
2d term _________ ___ __ . 001 537 . 001 146 
3d term _____________ . 000026 . 000000 
7rC' _~---- - .--------- . 193707 . 193834 

Hence we expect the pacitance in case of the 
cylindrical hole computed by eq 35 will also be 
lower than the correct value by about one in 2,000 
(if /,= 0.2 ). This is probably less than the experi
mental error of the comparison of such very small 
capacitors. 

If a precision greater than one in 2,000 were 
required, this might be found by retaining one 
more series in eq 17 for Xl, that is, 
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where 

'" A X (2) "" A "" 
. _"'4~2"~k __ l k~= "'4iX2" -k ,, ~ A X (1) X (1 ) 
U - / \A.l .L...J 1 1 L...; .L...J u. s S 18 sk, 

k = 1 iX k k=1 iXk 8= 1 

where X !l) is given by eq 21a, A k by eq 8. 
For /' = 1/5 eq 35 gives values of 0 that are too 
small by one in 500 neglecting bo th ~1 andol ; and 
too small by one in 2,000 neglecting 01 only. From 
the computations given it appears that 01 is about 
1/8 of ~1. The approximate evaluation of 01 by this 
double series would require an evaluation of each 
remainder, as in the single series for ~ 1 . It would 
require much labor for small gain . 

An alternative estimate would be given by mak
ing a plot of the error in eq 35a as a function of 
/' from /,= 0.1 to 0.5 all with {3 = 1. This could be 
taken as an estimate of the error in eq 35. 

IV. The Two-Dimensional Potential 

Let cp (x, p) be the two· dimensional potential 
that vanishes on the plane x= o and has the con
stant value 7r on the guard-conductor and on the 
base of the slot. Its conjugate function if; (x, p) is 
zero on the x-axis. Let if;1 and if;2 denote the value 
of if; 1 at the points Al and A 2 respectively. The 
capacitance 0' per unit length of slot is propor
tional to if;, for the surface density (]" of charge on 
the base of the slot is given by 

47r(]" =["Q.¢~, p)] =~ if; (b, p), 
u X x= b u p 

so the total charge Q' upon the base of the slot, 
(of width 2a), per cm length of slot is 

Q' = f +a (]" ( p) dp =-~ fa uif;(b, p) dp = .:t... 
- a 27rJo Up 27r 

The coefficient of capacitance 0' per cm length of 
slot between the plane x= o and the bottom of the 

slot is U = Q' (cm) or 7r0, = if;1. 
7r 27r 

To find if;l we first obtain the complex potential 

w= ¢ + i-./;, 

whieh may b e considered a function w (z) of the 
complex variable z=x+ip. 

To do this, the dielectric region (D ) of figure 
2a is first represented conform ally upon the 
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A'o Ao p= CD _____ -< 

N 
"'-
1= 

r= I/q 

" 
ill 

(!) 

p=a __ I _____ ~; A_2_(C_,_O) .... A, (b,o) 

IT : 
I 

p=o -------':---'--- x 
x=o x=c x=b 0 , 0 

A 

Ao Ao 

ill 

------------;;;/ 

B 

AZ(11',Jlr2 ) 

A, (IT , '1',) 
IT // 

--'-------------- I/J 
¢ =o ¢=n: 

c 
FIGURE 2. Dielectric volume. 

A, Plane of Z= X+ip ; n, plane of t=rei ., eq 38; C, potential strip 
w=<I>+;if, (eq 47) . 

quarter-annulus of figure 2b defined by the plane 
polar coordinates 

1 7r 
1 < r < - and 0< 0< - . q 2 

The conformance is indicated by similar letter
ing in figures 2, a and 2, b. This region (D) may 
also be represented on the semi-infinite, potential
strip as shown in figure 2, c where 

O< cI> < 7r and O<'f < (Xl. 

The mapping equation we take is equivalent to 

7rZ = 4ait +i log 191 (to+t) tMto+t) , 
c c 191 Cto-t) 192 (to-\) 

(37) 

and the potential is equivalent to 

w=i log t91 (tO+t) -82(to-\) 
191 (to- t) -82(to+ t ) 

=i 10 sn(uo+u)cn(uo-u) (where U = 2K ). 
g cn(uo+u)sn(uo-u) . 7r t 

(3 7a) 

A Standard of Small Capacitance 

-~ _.- - - -- "- - ----., 

One is led Lo the equation of transformation by 
well-known methods, but for convenience of 
numerical computation, it is better to use the 
series that are equivalent to eq 37 and 37a. By 
this method the discussion of the eq na tion of 
transformation and of the potential may be made 
without any reference to, 01' knowledge of, theta
functions or elliptic functions . 
Accordingly we take a complex variable, 

and star t with the equation of transformation, 

7r { . (t - eiOo) (t + eiOo ) 
Ii (z- b)= 2 log (qt)-'Y ?, log (t - e iOo) (t+ e iOo) + 

(38a) 

where the positive constants, O< q< l , and the 

angle 00, (0<00< ~) are to be found in terms of 

the given constants 

c b-c 
"1== - and (3== - -a a 

Since 1 < It ! = 1'< ~ in figure 2b the logarithm in 

eq 38a may be expanded in a series so that 

which converges within and on the houndaries of 
the region (D ) of fignre 2b. It term-by-term de
rivative converges within, but not on the arc 1' = 1. 

To obtain a series for ~~ convergent on the bound

aries, eq 38a may be differentiated, giving 

(7rt) dz [ 4t2 sin 00 cos 00 

2a dt = I + 'Y (t2 + 1)2-4t2cos2 00+ 

'" t n(t-2n+ t2n). ] 
2 ~ 1 4n sm 2nOo . 

n=l - q 
(39) 

To establish t he correspondence for the point A2 
of figure 2a and figure 2b, we place z= c+ia and 

,,-

and t= e2 in eq 38a. This gives 

"- L "'Y ] - - Il+ - 00 
q=e 2 " • (40a) 
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Also , since the point A 2 is the only point where 
angles are not preserved by this transformation, it 
is necessary that dz/dt be either zero or infinite 
there. Since z is continuous there, dz/dt must 
vanish. H ence the second member of eq 39 must 
vanish when t=ei7r / 2 • That is 

'" (- 1) n+l q4n sin 2nOo 1 
tan 00+ 4-Z= 1 4n (40b) 

n- I - q 'Y 

These two equations determine q and 00 as func
tions of (3 and 'Y. 
If we write 

and 

~ ~ } 2 ~0=2- 00 so 0<~0< 1 

'Y = tan 0 

(41) 

then, eliminating q between eq 40a and 40b gives 
the following equation to determine ~o 

~~o '" e-2n"(I1+1'-1'~o) sin n~~o 
cot -2- + 4-Z= 1- 211,, (11+1' 1'~O) cot O. (42) 

n= 1 e 

A very accurate solution of this for the case in 
which the slot is no t relatively shallow «(3 not small) 
may b e obtained by using a few terms of this series. 
. Thus it is found that 

~ ~~ . -~" [ II+( 1-20 ) tanli l 
-- fJ~=_o=o+8 sm3 0 cos 0 e ,,~. 
2 2 

{ 1 + 30l e -2,, [ 11+( 1 -~ )tan Ii ] + 02e - 411" [ 11+( 1 -~) tan 0] } 

(43a) 

Also 10 21<32, so the term in O2 is negligible 
when (3:;;; 1 and 0 is small. 

When fJo or ~o is computed by this formula , the 
parameter q is then comp uted by 

q= e-"(II+1'-1'~o)/2. 

Since t= rei9 , eq 38 b gives x and p as functions 
of rand 0 by series that converge in (D ), and on 
its boundaries 

x b 2 
-=-+ - log (qr)-a a ~ 
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2fJ 2 '" q2n [(q1')-2n+ (qr)2n] 
E=_+---.1 -z= 4n sin 2nfJo sin 2nfJ 
a ~ ~ n= 1 n (l - q ) 

(44b) 

The complex potential is . 

'" q2n-l [(qt)-(2n-I)_ (qt)2n-l] . 
w= ~-4~ (2n - 1)(1- t n 2) sm (2n-1)fJo, 

(45) 

which resolves into the two real equations 

'" q2n-1 [(qr)-(2n-l) _ (q1')2n-l] 
cf> = ~- 4 ~ (2n - 1)(1-tn 2) 

sin (2n - 1)8o cos (2n - 1) fJ (46a) 

'" q2n-1 [(qr) - (2n- l) + (qr)2n-l] 
1/;= 4 ~1 (2n- l )(1- q4n 2) 

sin (2n-1)8o sin (2n- 1) fJ. (46b) 

The constant 1/;1 (at A I) corresponds to r= 
1 ~ - ,fJ=-· 
q 2 

The constant '/12 (at A 2 ) corresponds to r= 

1 fJ= ~· , 2 

If these two positive constants are determined 
thus , the equation that maps the region (D ) of 
the z-plane conform ally upon the semi-infinite 
strip of figure 2c is 

z-~ ( w / eos w' + cosh 1/;? dw ' (47) 
- ~ Jo " cos w' + cosh 1/;1 . 

To prove this we take the complementary mod
ulus of the elliptic function of u in eq 37 as 

h "f2 h"fl tan - - tan -
k' = 2 2 

tanh h + tanh 'h 
2 2 

and determine the constant Uo by 

snUoC1W,O !. (t h "f2+t h 1/;1) 1 . 0< < K. dnuo 2 an 2 an 2 Wlele Uo 2 

D etails are omitted as we do not make use of the 
relation (eq 47) . 

From eq 46b w~ obtain (placing 1'=~ and fJ =~) 
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1/;1 _ 4 00 (_ 1)n+lq2n- 1 sin (211, - 1)00 . --L:; - . 
27r 7r n=1 (211, - l )(1- q4 n-2) 

H ence the coefficient 0' of capacitance per uni t 
:mgth of slot is given by 

Or letting a; = (28-1) ~ this may be written 

00 ' t 0' _ " cos a , ':;0 ) 

7r -~a.; sinha:CJ3+ 'Y- 'Y~o)' (48 

whore ~o 'is the root of eq 42, which may be com
puted by eq 43a. This equation gives 0' with all 
the precision that may be desired. This is the 
equation which mfLy be used to find the error in 
eq 35a which would be of the same ord er as that 
in the tllTee-d imensional formula (cq 35). 

The deeper th e slo t, the more rapid is the con
vergence of the series (eq 48). Although this 
se ries converges for any slo t however shallow, i t 
becomes practically useless for computation wIlen 
(3 is small . 

T o obtain a formula of complementary nature 
to eq 48, whose rate of convergence gets more 
rapid as the slot gets more shallow we may make 
use of a transformation, whi ch introduces a pa
ra meter ql, which is found to be equal to -./q' . 

I n this case we transform the dielectric region 
vf fi gure 2, a, upon the semicircular annulus of a f 
plane, as shown in fi gure 3. 

r: 1 

" IT 
, , 
/ .,. ..... --,",,\ ... ' " 
/, .... ' ill ~ '\ 

Az Ao o 

FIGURE 3. SemiciTwlar annulus Jor eq 49. 

As in the preceding case l' and () are polar 
coordinates and 

but in figure 3 the range of l ' and () is 

A Standard of Small Capacitance 

The equation of transformation is now 

i 7rZ ~ (b-C) 10 t+ loo. ( .t-1'o )+ 
C C g b I - Tot 

i: q~ "(ron-1'~) (t - n_ t"). 
n= 1 11,(l - <1~n) 

(49) 

The positive constan ts ill and 1'0 where 0< <11 < 
1'0<1 are determined by securing the eor respon
denor. at A 2 and th e vanishing of dZ/dt at A 2 
where fLngles are not preserved. These two 
qquations are 

(50n ) 

and 
(5 0b ) 

(5 1) 

Then the t,wo equations (eq 50n, and 50b ) m ny be 
written 

(52a) 

and 
7r - (3u I 

U o= . 
'Y 

(52b) 

H ence, elimina t ing uo, t he equation t hat deLer-
. . 

mmes U 1 IS 

(52c) 

The complex potential is 

_ _ . . (t -1'o ) . 00 q~n(Ton-To)(t-n_ t") 
- t log 1-' t + tL:; (1 + 2-n)--

10 n= 1 11, <1l 

= ~+t - loqt + '>t " 1 0 0 • 
7rZ .(b -C) . 00 g2n(r-" _1'n)(t- 1I _ tn) 
C C . - ~ 11,(1-<11") 

(53) 
A 1 . A 7r Z 7rb+i7ra . t t le pomt " =~ - , ¢ = 7r , 1/;= 1/;1, t= <1l e'" 

C C C 

=-Cil' 

Equation 53 gives 
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From this we obtain the following equivalent of 
eq 48: 

7r01=~_~[J3UJ + 2 ± (- l) n+lsinhn(7r-i3ul )h] ., 
2c 27r 'Y n=l n cosh nUl 

(55) 

where UI is a function of i3 and 'Y determined by 
eq 52c. This may also be written 

where To and ql are determined by eq 50a and 50b. 
For a relatively shallow slot in which i3h is small , 
while 7rh is neither very small nor very large, we 
find to t he second order inclusive in i3 or ql 

f3 (i3 7r) To ql= -- 1- - eoth - --, 
2'}' 2'}' '}' 1- r6 (57a) 

This applies for a slot so shallow that formula (eq 
48) would be impracticable. 

v. Appendix 

Formulation of the potential as Oontour 
Integrals. 

The generalized potential equation (where 
p= O or p=-1/2), 

(1) 

has solutions of the form 

( tx . tX) V = (01 cosh a:+ O2 smh a: ~-vOv(t~) , (2) 

where ~= pi a and Ov is any cylinder function of 
t~ with parameter p. The constant t is arbitrary 
and may be complex. The two fundamental equa-
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tions, which are satisfied by all cylinder functions, 
will be needed for reference. They are 

(3) 

which are equivalent to 

D,(~vCv(t~») = t~v Cv_l(t~) } 

D,(~-vO.(t~» = t~-'O'+I (t~). 
(3a) 

The cylinder functions here used are Bessel's 
function J, (t ) and the two Hankel's fanctions 
H (!) (t) and [.J<~) (t). However, the latter will only 
be used in passing, so that since H (!) occurs fre
quently it may be denoted by H v(t). 

From the identity in t , 

Hv(t)J~ (t) -H~(t)Jv(t)= 2-t' (4) 
~7r 

we obtain from the fundamental equations (eq 3) 
for the case t = cx. s , 

where J ,(cx. s) = 0, 

In all that follows it is understood that the t-plane 
is eut along the negative r eal axis so that 
- 7r < arg t< 7r. 
There is the identical relation 

2J,(t) = H ,(t) + FI (~)(t). (5) 

The circuital relations around the branch-point 
t=O are 

H (;)(te- i7r)=-ei'''H v(t) and J v(te±i")=e±i'''J ,(t). 
(6) 

When I t I is large 

and (7) 
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In certain cases the cut in the t-plane may be 
disregarded, for t-'Jv (t) is an even integral func
tion of t. Since)J is here considered real and 
v>- l , the zeros of t-'Jv (t)= O are real, at 
t=±a s(s= l , 2, 3). Ift-uFa(t) were another even 
integral function of t, where a> - 1, the ratio 
t,-a Fa (t)/(J ,)(t ) is an even function of t . Suppose 
jet) is another analytic function that may possibly 
have simple ze; os at t= tn. 
If 

tH,-aFa (t) 
j(t)J,(t) 

o when t----?ro , 

the integral around a circle of radius It I = 1', 

1 J t, -u Fo (t) 
27ri j (t) J,.ct) dt, 

(Sa) 

will approach zero when T increases without limit 
and without passing through the points t=tn or 
t= ±as . By Cauchy's theorem this gives (since 
J :(as) = - J'+l (a s), 

L, _~~-UFa(tnL=±a:-uFa(as) I ~ __ l- J' 
n .I (t n) J, (t n) 8= 1 J ,+l(a S) U (a s) fe-a s) 

(Sa) 

This would be a trivial identity 0= 0, only in the 
case where jet) is an even function of t. 

T aking jet) = t-to gives the identity in t, 

if 

where t- a Fa (t) is an even integral function of t. 
Equation 9 applies when v and a are both real 
and exceed - 1. Replacing a by v + a and taking 
Fa+,(t) = J ,+a(ts) gives 

J,+a(t~)= 2tqJ, (t)± ( at':'{z)J(a (~) ) 
8=1 a s ,+1 a s 

(9a) 

for any t, when O :::::~< l if - l < v and -l<v+a 
and when ~=1 if - l < v and 0< ". 

The case of this (~= 1, 0> 0) is a special case 
.u = 0 of the following , which is obtained by use 
of the even function of t, 

I A Standard of Small Capacitance 

t'J,+a(.,jtZ-- }J-2) 

(.Jt2 - }J- Z) ,h 

where - l < v, O< a, t and }J- arbitrary. 
Another case of eq 9 with F. (t) = O,(t) : 

If r ' O, (t2 is an even integral function of t (lOa) 
and O,(t) jJ,(t)----?O when t----?ro (t :fas) (lOb) 
then by eq. 9 

O ( ) J ( )-.0 a sO,(as) 
, t = 2 ,t, .LJ ( 2 _ t2) J - (- ) . 

8= 1 a , ,+1 as 
( lOc) 

It will be found that the infinite set of functions, 

_ Jv (t) ". _ us(t) = a 2 _ tz(where s-l, 2, 3, . .. ro), (lla) . 
constiLute an open set of normal functions for the 
positive real interval O< t< ro. That is 

r'" (J,(t) )(J,(t) )d 1 ' f" 'fk Jo t a~- ti az~t 2 t= 2a; 1 IC=S,= O 1 ~s. 
(lIb) 

Since the set is not closed, an arbitrary funcLion 
could not in general be developed in a series of 
these functions , but eq 10c shows that such d evel
opments are possible for a function O,(t) saLisfying 
the conditions of eq lOa and lOb. 

A function O,(t) would satisfy eq lO a if defined 
by a series 

co Xs co 

O, (t) =2J,(t)tj a~- t2= 2 ~ xsus(t) , (12) 

which would converge absoluLely if Ixsl< csP for 
s>so where p < 1. Letting t ----?as shows that 

To prove the set U s is not closed it is sufficient Lo 
find one function jet) (not a null-function) for 
which 

fo '" if(t)u s(t)dt = O for every s( = 1,2, 3, ... ro. 

A class of such functions will be found immediately; 
one of the simplest is J , (m where 1 :::::~, for it 
will appear that 

(13) 

When eq 13 and lIb are pl'oved, the following 
will b e a consequence: 
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If G (t ) is defined by a series (eq 12), or having 
the character of eq lOa and lOb is developable in 
a series like eq 12, then by eq 13 

r ro tG,(t) J,(t~) dt= 0 when] ::::: ~ < ro, (1 4a) 
.1 0 

but when 0::::: ~< 1 

TheM two equations show tha t G, (t) is th e Hankel's 
transform of the function g,(~ ), which IS zero 
for E:= ] , where 

G,(t) = 501 ~g,(~) J,(t~) d~ . (14c) 

Conversely, if, with a given function g,m, its 
transformation G,(t) were defined by this equa
t ion, the development (eq 14b) is the formula for 
developing g,m for 0 :::::~< 1 in the series of normal 
functions J,(as~ ) ' 

Equation 14a also fo11o-ws from eq 14c by reason 
of Hankel's integral representation of g,m · 
F inally th e iden tity in t of eq 10c would then be 
ob tained by replacing J,(~t) in the integral (eq 
14c) by the second member of eq 9a with () = o. 

The equivalence of eq 10c and 14c as to estab
lishing eq 14a will be important to remember . 

To derive eq 14b for the case 0 :::::~< 1 we find 
by eq 9a with ()= o 

The use of the orthogonal relations (eq 11b) leads 
to eq 14b. 

We require next some transformations of the 
integral 

I = 5oCOtGp(t) J,(~t) W (t)dt 

assumed to be convergen t. The function vF (t ) 
has no singularities in the immediate neighborhood 
of the real axis of t and is an even func tion of t. 
G,(t) is defined by a series (eq 12), so that it has 
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the same circuital rela tion around the branch
point t= O as J ,(t), that is G (te±i7r) = e±i"G,(t). 

As a first step displace the path of I sligh tly 
downward so that i t goes from O-iO to ro -iO 
just below th e positive real axis of t. After this 
replace J,,(~t) by 

1 "2 [H~(~t)+H~2) W) 1 eq,5. 

Then 

I=~ j' ro~ iO tG,(t) l-J,(~t) W (t) dt+ 
0-10 

1 100 - ;0 -2 . f{}v(t ) II ~,2 ) W)W(t ) dt. 
0-10 

In the second integ-ral let t= t' e- i7r and take 
account of th e branch relat ions (eq 6) . This 
glves 

1 J' 1= 2 p t G,(t)H,(~t) W (t)dt, 

where th e pa th p begins at t= - ro + i 0 and 
continues above the cut (on negative real axis of 
t ), crosses the axis at t= + 0 and thence to + ro -

i 0 below the positive real axis. 
For the next transformation leave J,(~t) · in the 

integrand of I but break up G,(t). For this we 
may use tem porarily t he abbrevia tion F(t) for 
the even function of t. 

so that ·eq 12 is G,(t)= 2F(t)J ,(t)=F(t)[H(t)+ 
H (2) (t) ]. 
H ence 

1= l:i~lO tJ,(~t) F(t) W (t)H,(t)dt -t-

l· ro~ iO tJ,(~t)F(t ) W(t )H ~2) (Odt . 
0-10 

The substitution t= t' e- i7r in the second integral 
works out as b efore, giving 

1= i tJ ,(tOF(t) W (t)H ,(t)dt . 

On res toring G,(t ) by F (t) = G,(t)/2J (t) this gives 

J~ ro G,(t) J,(~t) VV(t)dt= l£ tG,(t)H ,(t) ~v~~~) W (t)dt 
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=~i tG.(t)I-I.(~t) W (t)dt. (15) 
~ p 

where 

i [+O+iO f +"'-W 
dt = dt+ dt . 

p , - ", +iO +O- iO 

If the first integral converges, the only other 
assumption necessary for this transformation is 
t hat t-'G.(t) Wet) be an even, analytic function 
of t in a region that includes the real axis. 

Taking W (t)= 1 and G.(t) = u.,(t )= J ,(t )/ (cr';- t2 ) 

gives 

r'" tUs(t)J.( ~t)dt=~ r tus(t)I-I,(~t)dt Jo ~Jp 

~= 1 [ ~tJ,(t)H. ( ~t) d 
2 . 2 2 t. 

71" 1" 1) a ,-/. 

On the infinite semicircle ab:)Vc the r eal axis 

l i71"tJ.(t) H,(~t) I --70 if 1 < ~::::: co 

--71 if ~= l. 

Hence, dosing the path gives 

l '" tUs(t)J.(~t)dt= O if 1 ::::: ~ ::::: co, which is eq 13. 

Similarly, 

r'" tus(t)uk(t )dt= f '" t [ ~,(t) J. [J.(t) ] dt Jo Jo ~-f ~-f 

which gives the orthogonal relation (eq llb). 

The potentia l V(x,~) , which satisfies eq 1, van
ishes in the plane x= O and has the value 1 on the 
right hand boundary of figure 1, may be formu
lated in terms of its (unknown) values on the 

artificial boundary x= c, O<~ = £< l. 
a 

Let 

(16) 

wh ere}. (1)= O= g. (1). 

Consider g,(~) the function represented by the 
series (eq 14b) and G,(t) , its transform defined by 
eq 14c so t hat H ankel's integral identity is 
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ltG.(t) J.(~t)dt=g.W when O :::::~::::: 1 

= 0 whenl ::::: ~::::: co. (17) 

Also the series (eq 10c) represents G,,(t) for all 
values of t and t-'G.(t) is an even integral function 
of t. Since g,W vanishes when ~ = 1, its repre
sentation in eq 14b as a series of normal functions 

The related set of normal functions, 

ifi,W = .,j2J'+I (a S~) 
J '+1 (as) 

are suitable for the development of the function 

for it is known by the general theory of these 
series of Dini 's type that a function that becomes 
infinite when ~--7 1 may be so cI eveloped provided 
its integral converges. The form ula is 

That is, 

By integration by parts the integral is found to 
be 

-Sa' [a S~lJ~+l(aS~I)+(/I + l )J'+l(aS~l)]g'(~I ) d~ l' 

By use of eq 3 and 3a this reduces to 

which is -asG. (a s) , so that 

(18) 

which is valid for O :::::~< l. As ~--71 this seJ;"ies 
converges to values that increases without limit , 
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as it must do to represent the function on the 
left in which j:m and g:m go to - ro . Thi.s 
method of derivation of eq 18 proves that it is 
permissi.ble to make tcrm-by-term application to 

eq 14a of the differentiating operator~' ~ [~-'g.~], 
for this gives eq 18. 

To test the convergence of series and integrals 
representing the potential, and to make certain 
transformation of these integrals, a knowledge of 
the principal term in the asymptotic expansion 
of O. (t) is required. These may be derived from 
the well-known fact that if the interior angle at 
A 2 in figure 1 is 0, the potential in its neighbor
hood must vanish like A (l-e)"/o. Since 0 is 
37r/2 in this problem, consider the comparison
funtion 

Its transform is 

Gv(t) =.Av Sal ~.+I(1-e)213J.Ct~ )d~. C19b) 

Hence Yvm is represented by a series like eq 14b 
and also by eq 18 

- / JI - -.0 asG.Cas) J r. ) 
gpm-t gvC~)=- 2L-JJ2 (~) '+I\aS~ 

':; 8= 1 p+l ~s 

(19c) 

In the actual potential in both caseS JI=O and JI = 
- 1/2 the potential must vanish at A 2 so that g. 
vanishes like the comparison-function gp m when 
~---'? 1. Consequently there must b e a finite limit 
L . such that when ~---'? 1 

This finite constant L v may be positive, negative, 
opzero . Its value is not required, nor is that of 
the positive constant A. 

If we subtract from eq 10c the corresponding 

identity, 

-) J ( ) -.0 a.(;ip(as) 
G.(t =2 v t L-J ( 2_ t2)J<a.J' 

&-1 a s "+ 1 

we get , aft~r multiplying the resulting ;equation 
by t2 /J p(t) , 

t2[ O.(t) - Gv(t) 1 
J v(t) 
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Subtracting eq 19a from eq 18 we get in the limit 
(since gvm---'?O and gpW---'?O when ~---'?1) 
limit 
~---'? l[g:W-g:Wl = ro - ro = L p 

co a s ,_ 
=-22: -J (- )- [Op (as)- O.(as)], 

fI + 1 v+l a s 

which shows that the second member of the pre
ceding equation approaches some of finite limiL 
Lv when t---'? ro without passing through any zero 
as of J .(t). 

Consequently the principal term in the asymp
totic expansion of Op(t) is contained in 

Ov(t) '" G. (t) + 7; J v(t) . (20 ) 

To see which of these two terms is the impor
tant one, we may find Gp(t) by application of 
Sonin's integral. If ()" and JI are real [and ()" > 0, 
JI > - 1, while t and J.L are arbitrary, Sonin's inte
gral is 

(i jJ. )1-u J:l~Jv(~t) [~v(1- ~2) <T;lJ<T_l (iwVI -e) ] d~= 

t'J.+u(~ 
(~t2_ Jl-2)v+U ' 

which becomes with )l= 0 

H ence taking u= 5/3, eq 19b gives 

(21) 

When t is large this is the important term in eq 20 
so the asymptotic expression for O,,(t) may be 
taken in the form 

t5/3 ~:m '" constant when t---'? ro (t:f: as). (23 ) 

If the Interior angle at A2 of figure 1 were any 
other than 0= 3/2, say 7r < O< 27r the factor t5/3 

would be replaced by t1+,,/o. 
The formulation of the potential will be im

plicitly in terms of gv(O but explicitly in terms of 
its transforma Op(l). 
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All that is assumed as to G.(t) is that t- ' G,(t) 
is an even integral function of t with a ymptotic 
expan ion (eq 23). 

If "I = c/a and {3 = (b-c)/a, the poten t ial in 
r egion I may b e written as an integral over a 
path PI , which encircles in positive dlrection the 
positive real axis of t, (all the positive zeros 
t= lY.s of J .(t)= O). 

In region I 

V(x,~) ~ 1- ~-'1' tGv(t) II.(t) J,(t~) sinh (b- x)t/a dt . 
2 PI J ,(t) smh {3t 

(24a) 
In the combined region II and III 

V ex, t)= ':£- ~-'J' tG,(t)H ,(t) J.(t~) si.nh xt/a dt. 
c 2 p J ,(t) smh "It 

(24b) 

To show that t his potential is everywhere con
tinuous and aLisfies the required boundary con
ditions , consider the first integral in eq 24a. 
This vanishe when x= b and again when p= a, 
(~= 1) since the denominator J .(t ) disappears, and 
the path PI then encloses no singular points. A t 
the internal boundary x= c the integrand s in 
eq 24a and 24b become equal. Also, since the 
denominators sinh {3t and sinh "It disappear the 
integrands have no singularity above the real axis 
of t so the paths P and PI become equivalen t. 
Consequently the potential is continuous a t 
x= c, O ::::~:::: l. 

The integral in eq 24b and the po tential vanish 
when x= O. To see that the integral (eq 24b) 
also vanishes when ~-7 co, r eference to eq 15 sho'ws 
that eq 24b is equivalent to two other integrals all 
equally valid in the combined region II and III. 

V ex t) = .:£- ~- ' r tG (t)H (tt ) si~h xt/a dt (24c) 
, ~ c 2 J p' • ~ smh "It 

and 

Vex t)=.:£_~- ' r oo tG, (t)J (t~) si~h xtja dt. (24d) 
, c J 0 • smh "It 

By eq 23 the path p of eq 24c may be closed with 
an~infinite semicircle above the real axis of t, when 
~:::: 1. It encircles the poles at t=in7r/'Y where 
inh "It = O, so that 

in region III (O:::::ox::::c and a:::: p:::: co ) 

V (x, ~) =::+ 7rt-' ± (_ l) n sin ( n7rx) ( in7r) 
C "I n=l C 'Y 
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H. C~7r t) G. C~7r)- (25) 

In r egion II where 0 ::::~< 1 it is eq 24b whose 
path may be closed with the same emi circle. 
The path then encircles two sets of poles, the set 
where sinh "It = O and the set t= lY. s on the positive 
real axis of t. H ence in region II (wh ere O:::::ox::::c 
and O:::::O p:::: a) eq 24b is equivalent to the series 

Similarly in region I (where c::::x:::::o b and 
O:::: p:::::oa) eq 24a is equivalent to 

From the last t wo series, we get the serres that 
states the continuity of Dx V , 

which must be tru e only for O::::t< l. 
For this interval 

(28) 

Also by eq 9a with cr = O and t= in7r /v 

oo 
Placing these in eq 27 gives a series L:,OsJ o( IY. s ~) = 0 

1 

so each coefficient Os must vanish . 
H ence the continuity of Dx V at x= c r equires 

that G.(t) be such a function as to satisfy the in
finite system of linear equat ions, in which, for 
brevity, 

A 1 sin? "IlY. s sinh {3lY. s (3 0) 
s=coth "Ias+coth{3a. smh ({3+ "I)a. 
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and 
a.G.(a.) 

x, J.+I(a r)" 
(31) 

The system of equations (s=1,2,3, ... CD) for 
continuity of Dx V is 

-A ~n7rbr(in7rh)Hp(in7l'h)] G (in7r)=A. (32 ) 
X. sas£....; ()2 ()2 • - - . a 

n~ l n7r + 'Ya. 'Y 'Yas 

The additional condition, that V(c,~) = 1 for 
~> 1 is the equivalent of the identity in t in eq 10c, 
which becomes 

There is an infinite class of functions Gp (t) that 
satisfy eq 32a making Dx V continuous. There is 
another infinite class satisfying the identity (eq 10c) 
(or eq 32b in particular). These make V(c,~)= l 

when p >a. The function common to both classes 
will be uniquely determined. The second condi
tion (eq 10c or 32b) could be replaced by the 
statement that Gv(t) is that solution of eq 32a 
such that t-· Gv(t) is an even integral function of 
t with asymptotic expansion (eq 23). For this 
property is all that was required to show that the 
potential of eq 24a and 24b satisfies all the exter
nal boundary conditions and is continuous at 
x=c for O:::::~:::::l. H ence if eq 32b is true, the 
potential is thereby determined and Dx V is con
tinuous. This potential is known to be unique. 

Writing for brevity 

X (ll( )=X(l)( ) = f: 2n7r[7I'(in7r h) H v(in7r h )J .( in7r h)] 
.k 'Y k. 'Y -n~ l [(n7l')B+ C'Yas) 2] [(n7l') 2+ ('Yak) 2] , 

(33) 

the result of eliminating Gv (in7rh) between eq 32a 
and 32b is 

_ 2A ~X(l) _ A s x. 'Y ,as£....; rk x~--, 
k~l 'Ya• 

(34) 

which was derived more briefly in the teXL. 
If the st" eq 34 is multiplied by 2Jv(a.~)/ 

asJ ,+I(as) and summed, this gives, by reference to 
eq 14b and 31 

g.m-'Y2~~2AsakX(;l [Jp(a&J ' Gv(ak) 
k~ l s~ l J '+I (a s) J V+I (ak) 

2~ AsJv(a.,~). 
'YS~l a;Jv+I (as) 
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Since Gv(ak) = Sol ~lgv (~I)J. (a k~l)dh this is an inte

gral equation to determine g.m for O:::::~:::::l. 

where 

(35) 

It is known that the solution of this integral 
equation of Fredholm's type is given by the 
method of Neumann-Liouville, in a convergent 
series of iterated integrals, provided that 1 2 is 
less than lAd where Al is the smallest characteristic 
constant, or root of the Fredholm determinant 
formed from N. The constants will of course be 
functions of (3 and 'Y. This suggested testing the 
Neumann-Liouville method, which in effect is the 
method of successive substitution that was proved 
in the text to give the solution of the system Ceq 34) 
for all positive values of {3 and 'Y. Hence it may 
be concluded that Al is a function of {3 and 'Y such 
that IAI I is always greater than 'Y2 (unless N is a 
kind of nucleus with no eigen-constants). It may 
be shown that this is not the case, and that N 
has an infinite number of constants As all real. 

For computation the system (eq 34) is disap
pointing, and, although it admits of a great 
variety of interesting transformations, these will 
probably all be unsatisfactol'Y until someone dis
covers the appropriate normal functions for N or 
what amounts to an orthogonal transformation 
reducing the double series in eq 35 to diagonal 
terms only. 

In view of the fact that the potential problem 
for the two-dimensional potential (p= - 1/2) 
admits an exact (though implicit) solution by 
conformal mapping with theta-functions it does 
not seem improbable that someone might solve 
the problem here formulated for general values of 
p or at least for p= O. 

With this in view we add a few remarks and 
other integral equations, which so far have led 
nowhere. 

In the series of eq 34 we may place 

x = akGv(ak) = 2 ( 00 tIJP (tl) G.(tl) dt 
k- J v+l(ak) akJ o a;- t~ I 
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H ence if we'multiply the 8th equation of th e system 
(eq 34) by 2J,(t)/ (as- t2) and sum 8= 1 to (X) this 
gives 

G,(t) - 2'l :t:t AsC\' s X:!! ) x ~J,(t) 
8= l k = 1 a, - t 

2J,(t):t _A~ 
"I 8= las(C\';-t2) 

R eplacing Xk by th e fir t in tegral above gives 

where 

jJ1(t t ) =2~~ A ;YO( [ asJ ,(t)] .[ akJ ,(t)] 
, I L..J L..J sa kL ,k 2 t2 2 t2 . 8= lk=1 a.- ! ak-

(36) 

This integral equation sa t isfi ed by G,(t ) for 
O< t co is formally similar t o its tr ansform the . ' 
mtegral equation eq 35, which det ermines g,(~) 
for O<~< l. The nucleus 111 (t , tl) is formed from 
N (~, ~ l ) by r eplacing the normal functions 
J ,(asW J ,+l (a s) in the double series by the normal 
function asJ,(t ) /a~- t2 ) . 

This set of normal functions is not closed but , 
this is compensa ted by th e fact that the subsidiary 
relation (eq 10c) requires that the solution G,(t) 
b e a function that is developable in terms of them. 

The series in eq 32a may b e put in th e form of an 
integral , for 

H ence the system of eq 32a is equivalent to 

dtl tanh (3a s 
a:- ti as 

(37) 

Multiplying by 2 J ,(t)/(a;- t2 ) and summing gives 
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dt l = 2J,(t) :t tan~ (3 a.,s, 
s= 1 as(a, - t-) 

(3 a) 

which may also be put in the form 

where 

K (t , t l ) = 

"It I coth I'tl :t 2as tanh {'Jas [-~'(t)t2J [ J; (il \ ] . 
8= 1 a , - a, - t1 

(38c) 

One method of avoiding the system (eq 34) 
consists in ass uming such an expansion in series 
for G,(t ) tha t the eq 10c becomes an identity i n 
t without placing any r eductions upon th e con
stants or coefficients of th e assumed eries. I n 
that case the set of eq 32a would be the only 
equations to be satisfied . 

Such a form would be obtained for G,(t ) if i t 
is the Hankel 's transformation of any suitable 
function g,(~) as in eq 14c. 

Sonin's integral sugges ts a form for g,(E) tha t 
contains an arbitrary cons tant ).I. and arbitrary 
parameters rr. 

If 
11"".- 1 

g,(~) = (ifJ)l-q ~ Bm~' (1 - e) ~ J Um- l (i w /l - e ) 
m 

(39a) 
where rrm?:;5/3 

Then Sonin's integral (eq 21 ) gives 

(39b) 

With this expression eq 10c would be an identi ty 
in t without placing restrictions upon the con
stants Bm (other than required for convergen ce). 
This may b e verified directly by use of eq 9b in 
eq 14c. 

If G,(t ) is defined by a convergent series (eq 39b), 
then t- 'G,(t) is an even integral function of t. If 
the smallest value of rrm is 5/3, then G,(t ) has the 
asymptotic expansion of eq 23. 

The set of equations (eq 32a) b ecome th e follow
ing set to determine Bm 

00 

11"~ 
n=1 
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8=1, 2,3 ... 
Taking 1-1 = 0 and um=m/3 (m = 5, 6, 7, 

'" G.(t) = L2 B mt-m/3J .+m/3(t) (40b) 
m=5 

308 

'" n7rH. (i~7r) J ,+m/3(in7rh) 
7r L2 ,n 

n= ! (i~7r)3-! [(n7r)2+ (')'a s) 2] 

1 (40c) 

which might require less labor in computing E m 
than is required to compute Xs from eq 34. 

W ASHINGTON, January 23 , 1948. 
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